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In this mode, the gameplay is the same as in "Normal Mode", except that if the player sees Slenderman, then a song called "20
Dollars" by American rapper Ron Browse.In Supernatural mode, the music will change from "20Dollars" by Ron Brows to "Ich
auch dich" from the Insomnium album "Die Sublime". When playing as Death, the song does not change. However, if the player
chooses to play "Rock Band" as Slender, they will not be able to get their music with the song "Iich auch Dich". You don't need

to play as Baby Elephant or Gray Character. Also, Slender will not be able to use game elements such as "Boogaloo" or
"Guillaume Saber". During Part 2, IGN's review titled "Golden Ax" ("Battlezone") called the "Sonic Generations" version the

hardest game in the series. They noted that the player would be subjected to difficulty and challenges virtually unknown to them
as they progressed through the game. Their criticism is related to the use of tasteless dialogues, the lack of elements of the

mechanics of the previous parts (for example, the "suicide mode" is not used), the graphic and sound effects that were used in
the previous parts. They called the game one of the best in the series, but acknowledged that the game is still a bit "too messy to

be really good". At the same time, the review gave some awards for the best graphics of the game: "beautiful design",
"remarkably created game atmosphere", "numerous repetitions" and "solid "fuck" for the visual component". Compared to

Microsoft Studios, which won "Best Design" at the Game Developers Choice Awards, IG Nation awarded the game the "Best
Graphics" award. On the Wii U, the version of "Sonic The Hedgehog 3 Golden Axis" became known as Sonic Edge.
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